University Turns Housing to Parking

by Max Montgomery

At his time next year, students may have to walk or cycle across campus or at least park their vehicles in a parking lot. The area currently used by University Park Apartments and plans are underway to demolish the current buildings and construct a new parking lot.

The original plan behind the new parking lot was to provide parking for the UM-St. Louis public at a lower rate, said Larry Schlereth, director of Facilities.

The cost of the parking lot cannot be determined because the exact amount has not been identified and the plans for the lot are still in the planning stage.

Schlereth said the funding for the parking lot would come from the university's budget and would not be covered by parking fees.

Students have mixed reactions to the proposed change.

Happy New Year

by Max Montgomery

According to the Jewish calendar, the New Year begins this week.

The holiday, which lasts for two days, is the beginning of a three-day period where the world is not governed by natural laws and people are free to make decisions.

The holiday, which involves the planting of trees and the lighting of candles, is celebrated by families and communities around the world.

The holiday is also known as Rosh Hashanah and is observed by Jews worldwide.

The holiday is celebrated by the lighting of candles and the sounding of the shofar, a ram's horn, to mark the beginning of the New Year.

Happy New Year Jewish Holidays Begin This Week

Sunday at midnight, the beginning of the Jewish New Year, Rosh Hashanah, will be marked by the lighting of candles and the sounding of the shofar.

The holiday is celebrated by families and communities around the world and is the beginning of a three-day period where the world is not governed by natural laws and people are free to make decisions.

The holiday begins with the planting of trees and the lighting of candles, and ends with the blowing of the shofar.

The holiday is also known as Yom Kippur and is observed by Jews worldwide.

The day is marked by fasting, prayer, and confession.
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Students Calling For Resignations

by Thomas J. Kovach

Several student groups are calling for the resignation of Paul Matteucci, a provost at the University of Missouri-St. Louis. Students have been calling for Matteucci's resignation over his handling of travel expense vouchers.

Matteucci has been accused of inflating travel expense vouchers and using university funds to cover his travel expenses.

The university has launched an investigation into the matter, and if any wrongdoing is found, Matteucci may be subject to disciplinary action.

In the meantime, students are calling for Matteucci's resignation and for the university to take action.

newspaper
ONE MILLION OF THE BEST MINDS IN AMERICA HAVE ALREADY CHOSEN THE BEST RETIREMENT PROGRAM.

TAIA/CREF is building a sound financial future for more than 1,000,000 people in the education and research communities. And over 100,000 retirees are now enjoying the benefits of their TAIA/CREF annuities.

TAIA/CREF is building a sound financial future for more than 1,000,000 people in the education and research communities. And over 100,000 retirees are now enjoying the benefits of their TAIA/CREF annuities.

SECURITY, GROWTH AND DIVERSITY. Security means that your money is safe. And diversification helps protect you against market volatility and rate fluctuations. CREF’s variable annuity offers opportunities for growth with four different investment accounts, each managed with the long-term perspective essential to sound retirement planning.

EXPERIENCE, PERFORMANCE. Your future is protected by the largest retirement plan service organization in the United States. Since 1918, we have been helping build a secure future for people in education and research. And we have done as well as we can, so long as we currently manage is $130 billion.

SUNDAY NOW FOR A TREE REFINANCE INVESTMENT PLAN

Jane —

1. It’s safe. As long as you’ve got your CREF contract and you want to complete an application for a new—same—same. same. same. same. same. same. same. same. same. same. same. same. same. same. same. same. same. same. same. same. same. same.
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Sext. 18, SGA's D-Day If You Don't Like Fraud

Watch Future of Matteucci, Resign Schwetz

The UM-St. Louis community has been awakened. They are starting to speak. The August 26th edition of the Current was the university with three pages about Student Representative to the Board of Curators Paul Matteucci falsifying a travel expense voucher and Student Government Association President Julie Schwetz having been asked to resign by Student Court.

To gain more insight as to why the community is upset and calling for the resignation of Matteucci and Schwetz, I would like to take this opportunity to respond to two student articles in the Current's August 26th issue. One of the articles deals with Paul Matteucci's theft of $1,000, while the other deals with Julie Schwetz and court justice.

Matteucci accepted responsibility for his actions by reimbursing the University for his actions. Paul Matteucci did not do this when he was arrested for perjury in December before he began his investigation. Matteucci's perjury case is still pending.
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Parking from page 1

required, in repair garage H. Re-cause the repairs to garage H would still only leave it operational for another two years, it was decided to scrap the money for University Park. "We were going to re-do (page 10) completely, but when the opportunity came for University Place, we decided it would be much more efficient to put the money into that," Schlereth said.

When the parking lot opens, garage H will be shut down completely. Schlereth said he hopes University Park will be functioning as a parking facility by March or April of this school year.

Resign from page 1

Said he is not satisfied by Matteucci’s actions.

"It doesn’t surprise me," he said. "It is the way the political system is run. They think the public is too igno-rate and that is their justification. In some ways, it speaks badly for democracy. But it does not occur only on our campus, it happens everywhere." Graduate student Zelli Fieneretti said, "I support what was done. What he did was a very bad thing. As a taxpayer, I find this appalling." "I was outraged by the public’s reaction," said Natalie Drew, another graduate student. "It’s not shocking to me. It doesn’t upset me when I think Matteucci is letting his main concern is teaching assistants who are making progress." Drew and Banks said disciplinary action is needed for Matteucci. "My main concern is that Paul is going to give away our fire," said Drew. "I think MacLean is letting his personal feelings get in the way. Even if we were friends with him, I would ask him to step down," said Banks.
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THAT families get together to give thanks and dressing, but for one family, Fredericktown, a one hour drive from St. Louis, saving up for plenty of her seatbelt for comfort.

"Brain" and "Wings", when she was born.

"It's my profession? What kind of people do a show from prison. It could be a better place for individuals to seek out individuals with special needs."

"A common misconception is that the progress he was making in his case? He's going to handle all his new friends come on the show.

"I'm not afraid to do this! People love to talk about themselves and what they do.

"We're going to play bridge again and want to get help from someone like me who has the experience and knowledge."

"We're going to play bridge again and want to get help from someone like me who has the experience and knowledge."
Blind from page 5
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There's this girl that I like and I think she likes me. We have a lot in common. We both love music and we both have fun. She would like to have a good sexual experience with her but with no strings attached. Am I wrong in wanting this? What should I do?

Waiting

Waiting.

First of all, does she feel the same way about you? If it is something that you both want to happen, it probably will. There is nothing wrong with sexually desiring someone else, but think carefully before you satisfy your desires. Just in case, make sure you have protection, always practice safe sex.

Dear Zelda

I started smoking a month ago. Only my friends around the office know about it. I like the way it makes me feel. I know it's not really good for me but I don't smoke three packs a day either. I smoke the weakest pack available. Do you think I should quit?

Smoker without a clue

Hello.

There is nothing wrong with wanting to smoke. If it is something that you and your partner want to do, then go ahead and do it. But make sure you are aware of the risks and potential health problems associated with smoking.

Director

College Astrology—by Joyce Jillson

The new moon (on Sunday, Sept 8) may bring new romance to you this month. Love gets easier to take. plumber; he's a very dynamic leader. He can motivate others, even those younger and less experienced. Studying with a group is often off-campus jaunt; let a friend show you around.

Dear Zelda

I own a sports car that I really love. However, this girl that I'm going out with thinks I love it more than I do her. The fact of the matter is, I do love my car more than I do her. How should I handle this?

Speed racer

Hello.

Well, unless you want to take your car out for dinner and a movie, I suggest you become honest with yourself about your girlfriend. Are you leading her to believe there is something else for the both of you, when there's nothing but hurt for both of you? I think you owe it to her to tell her where she stands so she can wise up and tell you to take a hike.

Dear Zelda

First dates can be made Thursday and Friday, and the weekend is yours. It's time to come out of your shell and join the fun. As of Friday, your competitive spirit is aroused, and you'll be outdoors getting back in the game again.

Speed racer

Hello.

The new moon (on Sunday, Sept 8) may bring new romance to you this month. Love gets easier to take. plumber; he's a very dynamic leader. He can motivate others, even those younger and less experienced. Studying with a group is often off-campus jaunt; let a friend show you around.

Dear Zelda

I own a sports car that I really love. However, this girl that I'm going out with thinks I love it more than I do her. The fact of the matter is, I do love my car more than I do her. How should I handle this?

Speed racer

Hello.

Well, unless you want to take your car out for dinner and a movie, I suggest you become honest with yourself about your girlfriend. Are you leading her to believe there is something else for the both of you, when there's nothing but hurt for both of you? I think you owe it to her to tell her where she stands so she can wise up and tell you to take a hike.
Free Agency Costly For Blues

by Keith Hamilton
associate sports editor

This was not supposed to happen.
Tuesday, September 3, 1991 is the date Judge Edward J. Houston ruled in his 114 page report outlining his reasons for re-waiving Scott Stevens to the New Jersey Devils as compensation for the Blues' signing of free agent Brent Maltzhauser.

It will also likely be the date most often referred to when the players strike this year. And they will most definitely strike.

"The decision was totally f*cked," said Brent Hall. "Anyone who can look at it any other way has no clue."

The NHLPA took a giant step this summer with the '87 signing of Stevens. One year later, the players have pushed the union light years back. With most owners mindful of the pointed, effective bargaining on the back wall, they are frantically seeking to dim the light of a union that is trying to improve itself.

This is because free agency won't benefit the owners. Free agency benefits the players and so have the players.


"Tell Hall he hasn't gone off, or Bill Dallin's going to order, one extra per game." 

Essentially, to sign a good player, a team must give an outstanding offer. What if the Blues had had their sights on John Carlson, Mark Reznicek, or Trevor Smith? Would they have to outbid 31? That is a question that some organizations have to ask themselves. And the answer is "no." There would be compensation for these free agents. It would be a small fee to help the Union.

The point is, the Union can hold up a player and get money. That would mean more compensation than before.

So the owners are looking to New Jersey and finding the Union's rule-breaking.

Dave McCourt, a former Denver Red Wing, found a similar ruling by Judge Houston in 1978, and was allowed to remain with Denver.

Bill Dallin, the NHL's associate player concerning the situation, said, "If we can get him, we wouldn't. I'd take him to court just like McCourt did. Now we'd go if there were.

The team is furious, with the obvious exceptions of Rod Brind'Amour and Curtis Joseph.

These guys have got a real motive for the situation they are in. Some of them are in the St. Louis area, and among the largest wonder what will happen to their careers.

Now we have to learn a Stanley Cup contender for a sub par team in Jersey. Scott Stevens is no different than the other free agents.

The bottom line is there is nothing worse than a player going to the NHL. That needs work.

When the Blues come out to rerun, the team is being played for has the chance to make a run to the playoffs. To me, the team is being played by the players themselves. Their players, their players, their players (dictum), should be allowed to negotiate and sign their players. If that happens, he gets the money and he gets the contract.

In the Blues' case, the worst that could possibly happen, happens. Now we have to live with it.

Volleyball Team Nets 1St In Red & Gold Classic

by Christine McGraw
sports editor

During the first week of the season, the UM-St. Louis volleyball team had a 1-0 record, which is their best start since 1987. They won their first three matches, including the opening round of the Red & Gold Classic tournament. They went on to win the tournament with a 3-2 victory over Slippery Rock University.

The team's success was attributed to their quick start, especially after losing two close games in the opening round. The team's strong defense and consistent offense were key factors in their victory. The team's coach, Coach Joe, said that the team's performance was a result of their hard work and dedication.

Recreational Sports Fall 1991

The Recreation Sports programs are gearing up for the fall semester.

Activities available for the fall semester include: Squash, Handball, Badminton, Tennis, and Pickleball.

Special events include: Intramural games, open gymnastics, and intramural darts. Special programs include: Youth basketball, Youth soccer, and Youth football.

Field Dedicated in Honor of Don Dallas

by Christine McGraw
sports editor

The University of Missouri Board of Curators approved a request to name the home soccer field after the late soccer coach Don Dallas. Athletic Director Chuck Smith announced that the request was made by the girls' soccer team in 1990.

In 1987, '88 and '90, Don Dallas was known as one of the greatest persons alive. He'd do anything for those kids, Smith said.

Don Dallas, the former coach of the UM-St. Louis women's soccer team, died of a heart attack on July 3rd, 1990.

This marks the office of Ted Redmond, the former head coach of the soccer team.

In 1991, the university dedicated the season to the Dallas family.

"The biggest key to our success this year is 100% play against our regional opponents," Redmond said.

Mr "T" Won't Quit; Cares About Injuries

by Lee Doolan
sportswriter

The 27-year-old striker, Leonard Smith, missed the entire second half of the season due to an injury.

"The math was simple," Smith said. "I've been told that my injury is not as serious as first thought." 

The team's top scorer, Smith, has been out since the 2nd week of the season due to an injury to his hamstring.

Smith has missed numerous games due to injuries, but he has been working hard in the gym to regain his strength.

Dallas Memorial Complex

DON DALLAS MEMORIAL: Athletic director Chuck Smith (left) presents Burma Dallas with a photograph of the late Don Dallas. The photograph will hang in the foyer of the Mark Twain Building.

The dedication of the official dedication of the Mark Twain Building was held on October 13, 1991.

The University of Missouri Board of Curators approved a request to name the home soccer field after the late soccer coach Don Dallas. Athletic Director Chuck Smith announced that the request was made by the girls' soccer team in 1990.

In 1987, '88 and '90, Don Dallas was known as one of the greatest persons alive. He'd do anything for those kids, Smith said.

Don Dallas, the former coach of the UM-St. Louis women's soccer team, died of a heart attack on July 3rd, 1990.
Hypnosis: "Power Of Positive Thinking"

by Christine McHugh

The word hypnosis might spark visions of victimes of stage magicians tripping over their beards or chapel-like skeletons in the minds of some. But hypnosis is actually deep relaxation. Many people describe a rather light stage of hypnosis correctly while driving or watching television. Hypnosis thoroughly deepens the relaxation stage and helps clients achieve results everyone craves.

Positive messages are laid directly into the client's mind. Certified hypno-therapist Cynthia Kilo Denny works with her clients in Lake St. Louis office.

"Many people may think they can be attacked when they are asleep and you can trick them by yourself. I believe that if something you can trust your intuition and deny others, then no one else. I have done hypnosis hypnosis is the basis for all of my work."

For five years Denny expe-rienced panic attacks after running a

Soccer from page 8

Pat (Culwell) intensively rubbed off on the rest of the team in the first half," said the coach.

The Ravens had a good chance to score three minutes into the game when Black Dog worked around a dangerous corner kick. Bears Substitute Pat Culwell hit the shot of the toss off of his head and yelling the ball high for a goal. The score was 0-3 to 0-1, 27:00 minutes mark U-M-St.

Craig lowered a full flank Bear de- livered to the goaly right and nailed a shot that just caught the outside of the goal.

Just under a minute later the Ravens scored their first goal of the 1995 campaigns. Junior JeffJordahl Scotty McGraw scored the first goal of his collegiate career when he picked up a rebound in the slot and fired it into the upper right hand corner of the goal. Forward Steve Vail was given the assist for the night.

Lizzygic, who was voted to the All-State Mid-South team last year, was glad to see the minute off her leg, he said.

"I've been catching heat from the rest of the guys for being a junior and not having any credit in my Mind, so he definitely had a top of my head, "Lizzygic said.

Lizzygic said he was glad to see the deletion play as well as a kid.

The defense was a major problem coming into tonight, but I thought they worked well together.

The two teams battled to a tie, 12-12, for the remainder of the game.

"I was the best man to score tonight," said Lizzygic.

Fifty-ninth in the first half when Matt McGraw attacked, caught a Tatrair Giggy, surprised, walked left the ball left the goalie around and fired a goal with under a minute to play. Penelope McGary was up and took to the goal chance, doing a great job.

Lizzygic scored all five shots on goal and overcame the goalie by putting up an aggressive goal in front of the net.

Lizzygic got the next goal this evening because last year's match Mark Dally was one of the best in the season finale. NCAA rules require that a player receive an automatic one game suspension for this violation.

"I think we're just happy to be out there and to be helping the other players out," Lizzygic said.

Perhaps dwelling on their first half the Ravens came out in the second half for some regular games by reaching up around Hawkins at midfield. Hawkins though was not intimidated and pushed back a couple of Bears.

Robert Raymonn Riddells Jr. redirected the shot of the Raven and awarded them a free kick in which Brian Kelleher blasted a ball wide of goal.

The only other Bear threat came in the second half with Kyle Johnsons left a goal but Lynn jumped high and gave the ball a half turn appearing for the Bears chance for victory.

The Ravens went on to host U-M-St Louis University Tuesday on September 19.

Volleyball from page 8

to some tougher competition. Regis University. The Ravenscarrved some of the Maroon from 7-3 and Bear 8 to 9, the eighth-ranked team in the country, in Tuesday's 3-0 loss.

"The whole tournament was scheduled so we could play Regis last. Winning this match just put us in the spotlight of the sport and in the conference with hypnosis," said Silverman.

But the fans were happy to see Wendy La Rose and Preston architect, the Ravens' most consistent and in the game.

St. Louis Mid-St. Louis team was out there playing," Silverman said.

During the Canyon Court Classic the Ravens went on to beat Regis and Colorado in the University Inn Lorie, and their silver, white, and blue uniforms.

They defeated Lewis College in a non-conference game played on Tuesday night in the Coliseum with a score of 60-20.

"The game was a complete win for us," Silverman said.
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Perhaps dwelling on their first half the Ravens came out in the second half for some regular games by reaching up around Hawkins at midfield. Hawkins though was not intimidated and pushed back a couple of Bears.

Robert Raymonn Riddells Jr. redirected the shot of the Raven and awarded them a free kick in which Brian Kelleher blasted a ball wide of goal.

The only other Bear threat came in the second half with Kyle Johnsons left a goal but Lynn jumped high and gave the ball a half turn appearing for the Bears chance for victory.

The Ravens went on to host U-M-St Louis University Tuesday on September 19.
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"The game was a complete win for us," Silverman said.

Fifty-ninth in the first half when Matt McGraw attacked, caught a Tatrair Giggy, surprised, walked left the ball left the goalie around and fired a goal with under a minute to play. Penelope McGary was up and took to the goal chance, doing a great job.

Lizzygic scored all five shots on goal and overcame the goalie by putting up an aggressive goal in front of the net.

Lizzygic got the next goal this evening because last year's match Mark Dally was one of the best in the season finale. NCAA rules require that a player receive an automatic one game suspension for this violation.

"I think we're just happy to be out there and to be helping the other players out," Lizzygic said.

Perhaps dwelling on their first half the Ravens came out in the second half for some regular games by reaching up around Hawkins at midfield. Hawkins though was not intimidated and pushed back a couple of Bears.

Robert Raymonn Riddells Jr. redirected the shot of the Raven and awarded them a free kick in which Brian Kelleher blasted a ball wide of goal.

The only other Bear threat came in the second half with Kyle Johnsons left a goal but Lynn jumped high and gave the ball a half turn appearing for the Bears chance for victory.

The Ravens went on to host U-M-St Louis University Tuesday on September 19.

St. Louis Mid-St. Louis team was out there playing," Silverman said.

During the Canyon Court Classic the Ravens went on to beat Regis and Colorado in the University Inn Lorie, and their silver, white, and blue uniforms.

They defeated Lewis College in a non-conference game played on Tuesday night in the Coliseum with a score of 60-20.
Buy a pair of Levi's button fly 501s and live in 'em for a month. If you don't absolutely love them, just bring them back for a full refund. That's it. Guaranteed.